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The last hash of the year, was it up to hasher’s expectations or just a duster, destined to be forgotten in 

the annals of hash misery? Read on, and you may find out. 

Well, KC was the hare, known for reasonably long and interesting city runs, so the premises looked 

good. Leg-Iron was the co-hare, which of course added a twist of uncertainty and mystery. The hash-

site, at Cultural Centre to emphasize the importance and status of the hash in society, was well chosen 

with deep cultural awareness, quite unusual for an American, particularly an ex-diplomatic corps/CIA 

member. And it was easy to get to by MRT. Most people heeded the advice apart from some non-

drinkers and the chauffer driven elite. First it looked like a rather puny turnout, but slowly the hashers 

trickled in, one by one or in pairs, occasionally in threesomes, and reluctantly parted with their hard 

earned cash to cough up the run fee, which has been kept rather stable for the last few months despite 

rising booze prices, taxi fares, massage cost, etc. Possibly the oil price drop helped in some miraculous 

ways? Most of the hash mismanagement was also present including the hare, raising the confidence of 

the pack to actually get back to the run site on the marked trail. Still, most hashers tucked in a few 

notes to meet potential taxi/motorbike/skytrain or subway charges and an emergency beer, all based on 

solid previous experiences. 

Off the pack went with the visitors leading and chasing the dogs out of the way. Upstairs we went on 

to a road overpass and cris-crossing some village style housing areas. The New Year celebration 

preparations were in full swing and the locals looked on in bewilderment and curiosity when we came 

to a check and went running around like a headless bunch of chicken. But in the end we managed to 

break the checks, carefully watched by the hare, who didn’t seem to trust his hash trail laying 

capabilities. But on the other hand, what did the NSA say all the way: ‘control is better than trust’. 

Second part of the trail was ruled by the klongs, or open sewers in a more common language. Usually 

there is a narrow pathway on both sides of the klongs (sound much nicer, doesn’t it), more designed 

for maintenance access, I suppose than for running along. Particularly hazardous were the erased 

horizontal concrete bars perpendicular to the klong and the klong-parallel pathways. It’s not quite 

clear what the purpose is of these concrete bars: - to prevent the klong walls from caving in? - to 

provide a short cut across the klong or to prevent people from walking along the klongs? So much 

concentration was needed that one of the happy hashers, our good old Snowy, - who is by default not 

the shortest hasher anyway -, had an affair with a naughty tree branch sticking out at a rather 

unfortunate angle and ripping his skull; well, certainly the skin. 

That was bad enough, and when Snowy showed up at the run site, guided by his life saver 

KhunTiradet after making the unusual wise strategic decision to take a short cut, we weren’t sure if the 

zombies were loose as an apocalyptic end to the year and the world in large. Anyway, once we 

realised that it was Snowy, and the mother instinct of the girls overcame their fear of blood, he got 

preferred status treatment by some girls who tried to clean up the mess. There was blood everywhere: 

on the shirt, the shorts, the limbs, the ground and the head of course, gushing down from the cut. Just 

as well the hash site was a poorly lit car park on rough ground and away from the public and restaurant 

staff; otherwise it may have been again our last hash at a good location. It looked really bad and none 

of these Hollywood producers could have done a better job for their horror movies. Is this a potential 

future business opportunity for Snowy? Never mind, we were all deeply concerned and a hasher took 

him to hospital after prolonged clean-up efforts. To everybody’s relieve Snowy was showing up later 

at the on-on, nicely cleaned, fresh clothes (the hash trash must have made a fortune?) and only seven 

stitches. And he looked so happy, thanks to the lovely nurses who took care of him. Hope he won’t 

make a habit of this. And the question of the night: will he sue the owners of the tree? Most probably 

not, since he is not an American brought up in a litigation culture, but took it like a British gentlemen 

in his own stride. 

 



Well, so much about the excitement of the klongs. Just beware. After an obstacle course across 

football fields, secret doors in mesh gates and skirting some wasteland area we were back in cultured 

city streets, helped by the ever welcome ‘in home’ sign. What a misnomer. Another mile and a cheeky 

‘really in home’ sign misled a visiting hasher: Instead of going back the 50m to the run site, he was 

too observant and clever, - or just from West-Virginia, and went up the overpass again to the other site 

for a second round. Everybody else made it sooner or later to the run site without an issue, enjoying a 

beer or two and the tasty snacks our lovely ladies had prepared. 

Somehow the numbers had swelled considerably to some 25 plus hashers with a lot of late-comers 

showing up, and that on a public holiday, either chasing the running pack or just staying for the social. 

Down-downs for the hare, the late-comers, the returners including Gringo, the once a year Wednesday 

hasher, and the visitors, most from Virginia including Ross, the double circuit man, presumably from 

West-Virginia? It was almost like a Virginia Slime reunion party. Guess who made it for ‘tits-of-the-

week’? Ross of course, his lovely girl friend from Orlando watching mesmerised. 

Enjoy the professional pics of our grand hash flash and a happy New Year, your scribe Sauerkraut!     

    

 


